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ABSTRACT

NOMENCLATURE

Detailed measurements, with a two-component laserDoppler velocimeter and a thermal anemometer were
made near the suction surface leading edge of
Controlled-Diffusion airfoils in cascade. The Reynolds
number was near 700,000, Mach number equal to 0.25,
and freestream turbulence was at 1.5% ahead of the
cascade.

•

It was found that there was a localized region of high
turbulence near the suction surface leading edge at high
incidence. This turbulence amplification is thought to be
due to the interaction of the free-shear layer with the
freestream inlet turbulence. The presence of the local
high turbulence affects the development of the short
laminar separation bubble that forms very near the suction
side leading edge of these blades. Calculations indicate
that the local high levels of turbulence can cause rapid
transition in the laminar bubble allowing it to reattach as a
short "non-burst" type.
The high turbulence, which can reach point values
greater than .25% at high incidence, is the reason that
leading edge laminar separation bubbles can reattach in
the high pressure gradient regions near the leading
edge. Two variations for inlet turbulence intensity were
measured for this cascade. The first is the variation of
maximum inlet turbulence with respect to inlet-flow angle;
and the second is the variation of leading edge
turbulence with respect to upstream distance from the
leading edge of the blades.
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INTRODUCTION
While experimental research was being conducted on the
Sanger cascade blades at high inlet-air angles in the
cascade wind tunnel of the Naval Postgraduate School
(Sanger and Shreeve, 1986), complementary
calculations, which were initially unsuccessful, were
performed in an attempt to predict the off-design
performance. Flow visualization studies by Sanger and
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Shreeve, at chord Reynolds number of 340 000,
indicated the presence of a laminar separation bubble
near the leading edge. The cascade geometry was
documented in Elazar and Shreeve (1989), and was the
same geometry used for the calculations. The viscous
flow features of this cascade are shown in Figure 1.

number and freestream turbulence intensity (Tu = 1.5%)
were taken from upstream test conditions as given by
Elazar and Shreeve (1989). The inviscid-viscous method
was calibrated by Roberts (1975) for short and long midchord laminar separation bubbles, and for freestream
turbulence intensities between - 0 to 5%. The method
has been successfully applied to short bubbles found
near the leading edge of a large chord wing model
(-1.2m) of a NAGA 6613-018 section, which was
experimentally measured by Gault (1955) in a low
turbulence wind tunnel.

Testing by Hobson and Shreeve (1993) indicated that at a
very high inlet-flow angle ( Ii = 48.4 °) the turbulence
intensity right at the leading edge was amplified for the
Sanger cascade. This could explain how a laminar
separation bubble would be able to reattach as a short
bubble in the steep pressure gradient near the leading
edge at high incidence.

The only mechanism that affects transition in a laminar
bubble, for a fixed geometry and Reynolds number, is the
local turbulence level. The length of the laminar part of the
bubble is decreased for an increased value of local free
stream turbulence. Therefore, very high local turbulence
could cause rapid transition after separation allowing short
bubble reattachment even in a severe pressure gradient.
Additional calculations were performed for 131 = 40°,

A deeper understanding of this phenomenon is desirable
so as to correctly compute the boundary layer
development in the leading edge, especially for
compressor blading operating near stall. This is not only
true for relatively simple inviscid-viscous methods, but
also for full Navier-Stokes calculations. To gain a greater
understanding of this phenomenon, detailed LDV
measurements were made in the leading edge region of
the Sanger cascade for inlet-flow angles of pi = 43.3°,

43.3°and 46.4° and compared to the laminar bubble
reattachment locations reported by Sanger and Shreeve
(1986). These were determined from flow visualization
studies performed at a Reynolds number of 340 000. For
the calculations the experimental velocity distributions
was used for the three inlet-air-angles mentioned above.
This was done to ensure that the laminar boundary layer
was properly calculated so as to correctly locate the
laminar separation point.

46.4° and 48.4° . The order of magnitude of the leadingedge turbulence amplification, which was significant at
high incidence, was confirmed by thermal anemometer
0
measurements at pi = 484 .
DESCRIPTION OF THE PHYSICS AND
ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE

At first the free-stream turbulence of Tu = 1.5% was used
in the calculations resulting in the prediction of "burst"
bubbles. The turbulence level was then increased in
subsequent calculations until short bubble reattachment
occurred for each inlet air angle. Finally, the turbulence
level was further increased until the reattachment location
agreed with the experimental data. This is shown in Fig. 5
where the turbulence required to match the data is
indicated: Tu = 8.5% for Pi = 40°, Tu = 9.0% for pi =
0
43.3 and Tu = 11.0% for pi = 46.4° . Not only does this
indicate that at medium to high incidence the leading
edge turbulence is amplified, but that the level of
turbulence is also a positive function of incidence.

An inviscid-viscous scheme was used for the subsonic
calculations (Martensen, 1954, LeFoll, 1965 and Roberts
1975). It was found that during the calculation the inviscidviscous method predicted a "burst" laminar separation
bubble very near the leading edge for p i 38° , while the
data of Sanger and Shreeve indicated the presence of a
short bubble. Figure 2 shows a schematic of a short
laminar separation bubble. A short laminar bubble "bursts"
into a long bubble when reattachment is not possible in
the short state, see Fig. 3 (for a description of the flow
regimes possible with varying Reynolds number see,
Roberts, 1975). As can be seen from Fig. 4 the suction
surface velocity distribution is reasonably well predicted
by the inviscid code. Since a long or "burst" laminar
separation bubble by definition causes a significant
change from the inviscid velocity distribution, which
results in a decrease in the suction peak, this implies that
the bubble present on the blade will be short.

TEST FACILITY AND INSTRUMENTATION

The experiments were performed in the Low Speed
Cascade Wind Tunnel (LSCVVT) at the Turbopropulsion
Laboratory of the Naval Postgraduate School, which is
shown schematically in Fig. 6. For a more detailed
description of the facility see Sanger and Shreeve (1986).
The LDV measurements were performed with a twocomponent system, which is fully described by Elazar and
Shreeve (1989). Fig. 6 also shows the location of the
introduction of seeding into the bellmouth of the tunnel,

As stated above the application of the boundary layer
method predicted that the leading edge laminar
separation bubble would not reattach. The Reynolds
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the profile coordinates of the Sanger Blade, and the
cascade geometry and inlet conditions.

D (c?)

A 20 um (sensor diameter) hot-film probe, which had a
sensor length of 1 mm, was used with a TSI single
channel hot-wire anemometer system (IFA-100 and -200)
connected to a Personal Computer. A complete
description of the hot-film instrumentation is given by
Wakefield (1993)
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where the second term, on the right hand side, is the
work by the viscous shear stresses of the turbulent
motion or the production term.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Inlet pitchwise LDV surveys were performed ahead of the
leading of the blades for three different inlet flow angles
(43.3, 46.4 and 48.4 degrees). The six axial locations of
the survey planes and respective orientation of the LDV
were the same as those described by Hobson and
Shreeve (1993). In their study, they performed detailed
measurements upstream, downstream and through the
passage of the blade row including around the leading
edge separation bubble at the high inlet flow angle of
48.4 degrees.

A bi-cubic spline was fitted to the individual components
of the LDV data in the pitchwise direction. This then
allowed the differenlation of the measured velocity field,
to determine each of the components of the twodimensional product'on term.
Prod cc 2{(t) 2+

• Hot-film surveys were performed at the three survey
planes which were closest to the leading edge of the
blades (2.17, 1.10 and 0.57% axial chord ahead of the
leading edges). The hot-film probe was positioned
horizontally in the tunnel (i.e. in the tangential direction,
with respect to the blades, with the sensor parallel to the
spanwise direction) whilst traversing across the leading
edges. This was done to ensure that there was no probe
stem interference on the measured turbulence level as it
was traversed past the leading edge.

(g)2+(t,-imil+(t,-12+m)2

The distribution of measured turbulence production is
shown in Fig. 10 for (31 = 48.4 ° . A "ridge" of high
turbulence production exists in the region ahead of the
blades, at right angles to the stagnation streamline and
parallel to the points of maximum turbulence intensity.
The significant turbulent production is the reason for the
increase in turbulence ahead of the blades, particularly at
increasing incidence.
Next the actual increase in turbulence intensity along the
line of maximum intensity is plotted for each of the three
test cases (see Fig. 11). As can be seen for all three the
test cases, the increase is exponential and highly
localized around the leading edge. Note that the hot-film
probe measurements verify the turbulence level
measured by the LDV system.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As can be seen from Figs. 7,8 and 9, the locus of points
of maximum turbulence intensity, for all three inlet flow
angles considered, approaches the blade leading edge at
right angles to the approaching stagnation streamline.
The approximate location of the stagnation streamline is
shown as the locus of points of minimum total velocity.
Due to small blade setting angle errors (< 0.1 °) and the
lack of perfectly two-dimensional inlet flow there were
small differences in trajectories of the maximum
turbulence and minimum total velocity from blade to
blade. However the overall trend as the locus of points
approaches the blades is periodic.

Fiurthermore in Fig. 12 the maximum turbulence intensity
as measured by the LDV is plotted for each of the three
inlet flow angles. Here the increase in maximum
turbulence intensity is also seen to increase non-linearly,
with increasing slope for increasing inlet flow angle. Note
that the trend of increasing turbulence intensity with
increasing incidence is similar to that of the data match of
Fig. 5. However; the data presented is from a surface flow
visualization at lower Reynolds number, while that of Fig.
12 has been measured by both LDV and a hot film
approximately 1% of chord ahead of the leading edge.

The increase in turbulence intensity, ahead of the blade
leading edge, is not due to streamwise diffusion, but is
caused by local shear as the flow attempts to accelerate
around the leading edge. Local shear will produce
turbulence, as is shown by the production term in the
transport equation for turbulent kinetic energy (Hinze
1975);

Finally, the variation of turbulence intensity along the
blade suction surface is given in Figure 13. The values in
this figure are LDV measurements taken in the freestream
at the edge of the boundary layer at midspan and plotted
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in the streamwise direction. It can be seen that the
turbulent boundary layer downstream of the laminar
bubble developes in an elevated turbulence intensity
environment that varies from approximately 12% near the
leading edge to approximately 4% at the trailing edge.
This is much higher than the inlet freestream value of
1.5% and this will have a significant effect on boundary
layer development..

Elazar, Y., and Shreeve, R. P., 1989, "Viscous Flow in a
Controlled-Diffusion Compressor Cascade with
Increasing Incidence," ASME 89-31-131.
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CONCLUSIONS

Martensen, E., 1959, "Berechnung der Druckverteilung
an Gitterprofilen in ebener PotentialstrOmung mit einer
Fredholmschen Integralgleichung," Archly. for Rational
Mechanics and Analysis, Truesdell, Vol. 3, No. 3, p. 235.

The experiments reported herein show that the free
stream turbulence can be amplified greatly near the
leading edge of a compressor blade at medium to high
incidence angle. This increased turbulence level can
have a strong effect on the boundary layer transition
process, especially when conditions allow the formation
of a laminar separation bubble.

LeFoll, J., 1965, "A Theory of the Representation of
Boundary Layers on a Plane," Proc. Seminar of
Advanced Problems in Turbomachinery, von Karman
Institute.

The reasonable prediction of transition through a laminar
bubble requires at least a reasonable assessment of the
turbulence environment approaching the leading edge.
For laminar bubbles occurring near the leading edge of
compressor blades at high incidence, as well as the
continued development of the turbulent boundary layer,
the amplification of free stream turbulence should be
taken into account in order to perform an accurate
calculation of these flow phenomena. Also, the variation
of elevated turbulence levels over the blade surface will
affect boundary layer development downstream of the
bubble and should be taken into account.

Roberts, W. B., 1975, "The Effect of Reynolds Number
and Laminar Separation on Axial Cascade Performance,"
ASME Journal of Engineering for Power, Vol 97, Ser. A,
No. 3, pp 261.
Gault, D. E., 1955, "An Experimental Investigation of
Regions of Separated Flow," NAGA TN 3505.
Wakefield, B. E., 1993, "Hotwire Measurements of the
Turbulent Flow into a Cascade of Controlled-Diffusion
Compressor Blades," Master of Science in Engineering
Science.

Finally, large scale experiments should be performed to
better define the flow phenomenon of laminar bubbles
and turbulence amplification at the leading edge suction
surface of compressor blades at off design incidence and
over the downstream surfaces.

Hinze, J. 0., 1975, Turbulence, Second Edition,
McGraw-Hill.
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Fig. 3, Schematic of four flow regimes possible with
varying Reynolds number over the suction surface of a
compressor profile (Roberts, 1975)
Fig. 1, Viscous Flow features of the Sanger cascade
(Elazar and Shreeve, 1989)
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Fig. 5, Separation bubble reattachment for various
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Fig. 6, Schematic of the low speed cascade wind tunnel, controlled-diffusion compressor blade
and test conditions
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Fig. 8, Inlet flow angle = 46.4 deg.

Fig. 7, Inlet flow angle = 43.3 deg.
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Fig. 10, Upstream turbulence production for 48.4 deg. inlet flow angle
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